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	How to Design a Secure Multimedia Encryption Scheme


	The widespread use of image, audio, and video data makes media content protection increasingly necessary and urgent. For maximum safety, it is no longer sufficient to merely control access rights. In order to fully protect multimedia data from piracy or unauthorized use, it must be secured through encryption prior to its transmission or distribution. Multimedia Content Encryption: Techniques and Applications presents the latest research results in this dynamic field.


	Examines the Latest Encryption Techniques


	The book begins with the history of multimedia encryption and then examines general performance requirements of encryption and fundamental encrypting techniques. It discusses common techniques of complete, partial, and compression-combined encryption; as well as the more specialized forms, including perception, scalable, and commutative encryption. In addition, the author reviews watermarking and joint fingerprint embedding and decryption. Later chapters discuss typical attacks on multimedia encryption, as well as the principles for designing secure algorithms and various applications. An exploration of open issues, up-and-coming topics, and areas for further research rounds out the coverage.


	Shiguo Lian is the author or co-author of more than fifty peer-reviewed journal and conference articles covering topics of network security and multimedia content protection, including cryptography, secure P2P content sharing, digital rights management (DRM), encryption, watermarking, digital fingerprinting, and authentication. By following the techniques outlined in this book, users will be better able to protect the integrity of their multimedia data and develop greater confidence that their data will not be misappropriated.  
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Programming: The Derivation of Algorithms (Prentice-hall International Series in Computer Science)Prentice Hall, 1990

	An introductory textbook for students of computer science. The book looks at the art of changing efficient algorithms that meets their specifications and discusses the calculational style of programing....
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After the Software WarsKeithcu Press, 2009
Given the technology that's already available, we should have cars that drive us around, in absolute safety, while we lounge in the back and sip champagne. All we need is a video camera on the roof, plugged into a PC, right? We have all the necessary hardware, and have had it for years, but don't yet have robot-driven cars because we don't have the...
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Automated Web Testing Toolkit: Expert Methods for Testing and Managing Web ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
All the tools, templates, and techniques you need to execute a testing plan on different platforms and servers      

Automated Web Testing Toolkit      

Due to deadline constraints and rapidly evolving technologies, Web testing is often an overlooked aspect of development. Companies risk losing hundreds of...
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Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace ChangeAddison Wesley, 1999
Software development projects can be fun, productive, and even daring. Yet they can consistently deliver value to a business and remain under control.

 Extreme Programming (XP) was conceived and developed to address the specific needs of software development conducted by small teams in the face of vague and changing requirements. This...
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What About Labrador Retrievers: The Joy and Realities of Living with a LabHowell Book House, 2003
Are Labrador Retrievers generally healthy dogs?
How much does it cost to keep a Lab?  

Can I keep my Lab inside, or do I need a yard?  

That little Labrador Retriever puppy is so adorable--but is he the right dog for you? Many prospective dog owners don’t ask the questions they should when deciding to bring a new puppy...
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Managing Oracle Fusion Applications (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2011


	Fusion Applications takes the concept of an Enterprise Application to a whole

	new level. Whether you’re in the IT department, a systems integrator, a business

	leader, or an end user, Fusion Applications has more of what you need, less of

	what you don’t, and some of what you didn’t even think possible.
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